1. Pick up the following materials from volunteers: A white foam section, orange foam section, yellow foam section, and yellow foam strip.

2. Use the templates to trace two eyes on white foam, one beak on orange foam, a head on yellow the yellow foam. Carefully cut out each!

3. Glue the white foam eyes onto the yellow head then glue the wiggle eyes on top of the white foam.

4. Take your orange beak and mark the top with two black lines to make nostrils for your duck!

5. Curve the beak so it makes a semi-circle with the tabs curved side down. Staple the tabs to the head on the lower part of the eyes. Secure the beak with a piece of tape in the center, if needed.

6. Use the yellow strap to measure how big your hat should be, then staple to the tabs on the head.

7. Finish your duck hat by adding feathers! Can you waddle and quack like a duck now?